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Abstract
Validation in view of passwords is utilized to a great extent in applications for PC security and protection. In any case, human
activities, for example, picking awful passwords and contributing passwords in a shaky way are viewed as "the weakest
connection" in the confirmation chain. Instead of discretionary alphanumeric strings, clients have a tendency to pick
passwords either short or significant for simple remembrance. With web applications and portable applications heaping up,
individuals can get to these applications at whatever time and anyplace with different gadgets. This development brings
awesome comfort additionally expands the likelihood of presenting passwords to shoulder surfing assaults. Aggressors can
watch specifically or utilize outside recording gadgets to gather clients' accreditations. To defeat this issue, we proposed a novel
validation framework PassMatrix, in view of graphical passwords to oppose bear surfing assaults. With a one-time legitimate
login pointer and circulative level and vertical bars covering the whole extent of pass-pictures, PassMatrix offers no indication
for assailants to make sense of or limit the secret word even they direct numerous camera-based assaults. We likewise
actualized a PassMatrix model on Android and completed genuine client examinations to assess its memorability and ease of
use. From the exploratory outcome, the proposed framework accomplishes better imperviousness to shoulder surfing assaults
while looking after ease of use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Literary passwords have been the most generally utilized verification strategy for quite a long time. Contained
numbers and upper-and lower-case letters, literary passwords are viewed as sufficiently solid to oppose against beast
constrain assaults. Be that as it may, a solid printed secret key is difficult to retain and recall [1]. Subsequently, clients
have a tendency to pick passwords that are either short or from the lexicon, as opposed to irregular alphanumeric
strings. Far more terrible, it is not an uncommon case that clients may utilize just a single username and watchword for
various records [2]. Picture based passwords were turned out to be less demanding to remember in a few client
considers [10], [11], [12]. Subsequently, clients can set up an unpredictable confirmation watchword and are equipped
for remembering it after quite a while regardless of the possibility that the memory is not initiated intermittently.
Notwithstanding, the vast majority of these picture based passwords are defenseless against shoulder surfing assaults
(SSAs). This sort of assault either utilizes coordinate perception, for example, viewing behind someone or applies video
catching procedures to get passwords, PINs, or other delicate individual data [13], [14],[15].
The human activities, for example, picking terrible passwords for new records and contributing passwords in an
unreliable route for later logins are viewed as the weakest connection in the verification chain [16]. In this paper, we
exhibit a safe graphical verification framework named PassMatrix that shields clients from getting to be casualties of
shoulder surfing assaults while contributing passwords in broad daylight through the utilization of one-time login
markers.

2. RELATED WORKS
In the previous a very long while, a considerable measure of research on secret key validation has been done in the
writing. Among these proposed plans, this paper concentrates essentially on the graphical-based verification
frameworks. In the good 'ol days, the graphical ability of handheld gadgets was powerless; the shading and pixel it
could show was restricted. Under this impediment, the Draw-a-Secret (DAS) [6] system was proposed by Jermyn et al.
in 1999, where the client is required to re-draw a pre-characterized picture on a 2D network. We straightforwardly
extricate the figure from [6] and show it in Figure 1. On the off chance that the drawing touches similar networks in a
similar grouping, then the client is verified. From that point forward, the graphical ability of handheld gadgets has
consistently and endlessly enhanced with the advances in science and innovation. In 2005, Susan Wiedenbeck et al.
presented a graphical validation plot PassPoints [7], and around then, handheld gadgets could as of now show high
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determination shading pictures. Utilizing the PassPoint conspire, the client needs to tap on an arrangement of precharacterized pixels on the foreordained photograph, as appeared in Figure 1

Figure 1: Types of Graphical Passwords

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
With the expanding measure of cell phones and web administrations, clients can get to their own records to send
private business messages, transfer photographs to collections in the cloud or transmit cash from their e-financial
balance at whatever time and anyplace. While signing into these administrations in broad daylight, they may open their
passwords to obscure gatherings unwittingly. Individuals with malignant aim could watch the entire validation strategy
through ubiquitous camcorders and reconnaissance gear, or even a pondered picture a window [37]. Once the assailant
acquires the secret word, they could get to individual records and that would represent an extraordinary danger to one's
benefits. Bear surfing assaults have increased increasingly consideration in the previous decade. The accompanying
records the exploration issues we might want to address in this review:
1) The issue of how to perform confirmation out in the open with the goal that shoulder surfing assaults can be
reduced.
2) The issue of how to expand secret word space than that of the conventional PIN.
3) The issue of how to productively seek correct watchword objects amid the validation stage.
3.1 ATTACK MODEL
Shoulder Surfing Attacks Based on past research [20], [21], [25], [34], [35], clients' activities, for example, writing
from their console, or tapping on the pass-pictures or pass-focuses out in the open may uncover their passwords to
individuals with awful aim. In this paper, in view of the methods the assailants utilize, we sort bear surfing assaults
into three sorts as beneath:
1) Type-I: Naked eyes.
2) Type-II: Video catches the whole confirmation prepare just once.
3) Type-III: Video catches the whole confirmation prepare more than once. The last sorts of assaults require more
exertion and strategies from aggressors. Subsequently, if a validation plan can oppose against these assaults, it is
additionally secure against past sorts of assaults. A portion of the proposed validation plans [4], [5], [6], [7], [25], [38],
including conventional content secret key and PIN, are defenseless against shoulder surfing Type-I assaults and hence
are likewise subject to Type-II and Type-III assaults. These plans uncover passwords to assailants when clients enter
their passwords by straightforwardly squeezing or tapping on particular things on the screen. Different plans, for
example, those in [19], [34] can oppose against Type-I however are defenseless against Type-II and Type-III assaults
since the assailants can break passwords by converging their video catches from numerous means of the whole
verification prepare.

4. PASSMATRIX
PassMatrix is composed of the following components (see Figure 2):
_ Image Discretization Module
_ Horizontal and Vertical Axis Control Module
_ Login Indicator generator Module
_ Communication Module
_ Password Verification Module
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Figure 2: Overview of PassMatrix
Image Discretization Module. This module divides each image into squares, from which users would choose one as
the pass-square. As shown in Figure 2, an image is divided into a 7 _ 11 grid. The smaller the image is discretized, the
larger the password space is. However, the overly concentrated division may result in recognition problem of specific
objects and increase the difficulty of user interface operations on palm-sized mobile devices. Hence, in our
implementation, a division was set at 60-pixel intervals in both horizontal and vertical directions, since 60 pixels2 is
the best size to accurately select specific objects on touch screens.
Login Indicator Generator Module. This module generates a login indicator consisting of several distinguishable
characters (such as alphabets and numbers) or visual materials (such as colors and icons) for users during the
authentication phase. In our implementation, we used characters A to G and 1 to 11 for a 7 _ 11 grid.
Horizontal and Vertical Axis Control Module. There are two scroll bars: a horizontal bar with a sequence of letters
and a vertical bar with a sequence of numbers. This control module provides drag and fling functions for users to
control both bars. Users can fling either bar using their finger to shift one alphanumeric at a time. They can also shift
several checks at a time by dragging the bar for a distance.
Communication Module. This module is in charge of all the information transmitted between the client devices and
the authentication server. Any communication is protected by SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protocol [41] and thus, is safe
from being eavesdropped and intercepted.
Password Verification Module. This module verifies the user password during the authentication phase. A passsquare acts similar to a password digit in the text-based password system. The user is authenticated only if each passsquare in each pass-image is correctly aligned with the login indicator. PassMatrix's validation comprises of an
enrollment stage and a confirmation stage as depicted beneath:
Registration stage: At this stage, the client makes a record which contains a username and a secret word. The
watchword comprises of just a single pass-square per picture for a grouping of n pictures. The quantity of pictures (i.e.,
n) is chosen by the client in the wake of considering the exchange off amongst security and ease of use of the
framework [42]. The main motivation behind the username is to give the client a creative energy of having an
individual record.
Authentication stage: At this stage, the client utilizes his/her username, secret word and login pointers to sign into
PassMatrix. The accompanying depicts every one of the means in detail:
1) The client inputs his/her username which was made in the enrollment stage.
2) Another marker included a letter and a number is made by the login pointer generator module. The marker will be
demonstrated when the client employments. his/her hand to frame a circle and after that touch the screen. For this
situation, the marker is passed on to the client by visual criticism. The marker can likewise be conveyed through a
predefined picture or by sound input that we have specified in the past area.
3) Next, the primary pass-picture will be appeared on the show, with a level bar and a vertical bar on its top and left
separately.
4) Repeat step 2 and step 3 for each pre-chosen pass picture.
5) The correspondence module gets client account data from the server through Http Request POST technique.
6) Finally, for each picture, the secret key check module confirms the arrangement between the pass square and the
login pointer. Just if every one of the arrangements are right in all pictures, the client is permitted to sign into
PassMatrix.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION
The PassMatrix model was worked with Android SDK 2.3.3 since it was the standard variant of the dispersion in 2012
[45]. In the wake of associating with the Internet, clients can enroll a record, sign in a couple times practically speaking
mode, and afterward sign in for the explore different avenues regarding a customer's gadget. In the customer side of our
model, we utilized XML to construct the UI and utilized JAVA and Android API to actualize capacities, including
username checking, pass pictures posting, picture discretization, pass-squares determination, login marker conveyance,
and the flat and vertical bars course. In the server side of our execution, we utilized PHP and MySQL to store and get
enlisted records to/from the database to deal with the secret word confirmation.

Figure 3. Main pages of PassMatrix

6. RESULTS
We investigated the gathered information from our examinations and reviews to assess the adequacy of the proposed
framework. The outcomes are introduced in two points of view: exactness and ease of use. The exactness viewpoint
concentrates on the fruitful login rates in both sessions, including the practice logins. The ease of use viewpoint is
measured by the measure of time clients spent in each PassMatrix stage. The aftereffects of these two investigations
unequivocally proposed that PassMatrix is down to earth to utilize.

7. CONCLUSION
With the expanding pattern of web administrations and applications, clients can get to these applications at whatever
time and anyplace with different gadgets. Keeping in mind the end goal to secure clients' advanced property, validation
is required each time they attempt to get to their own record and information. Be that as it may, leading the
confirmation procedure in broad daylight may bring about potential shoulder surfing assaults. Indeed, even a muddled
watchword can be broken effectively through shoulder surfing. Utilizing customary literary passwords or PIN strategy,
clients need to sort their passwords to verify themselves and hence these passwords can be uncovered effectively on the
off chance that somebody looks over shoulder or uses video recording gadgets, for example, phones. To conquer this
issue, we proposed a shoulder surfing safe confirmation framework in view of graphical passwords, named PassMatrix.
PassMatrix model on Android and done client tests to assess the memorability and ease of use.
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